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Abstract. Texts on the web need to be readable in order to be accessible to a
wide audience. WCAG2.0 states that tests should not exceed the reading level of
upper secondary education. Several readability measures have been proposed
over the last century. However, these measures give an accumulated measure of
the text and do not help pinpoint specific problems in the text. This paper proposes
a text visualization approach that emphasizes readability issues in texts. The texts
are visualized in the textual domain. The intention of the visualization approach
is to draw the attention of the author towards the aspects of the text that potentially
are hard to read, allowing the author to revise the text and consequently making
the text more readable.
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1 Introduction

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG2.0) provide a set of minimum
requirements that are intended to help make the web accessible to as many people as
possible. One of the issues addressed by WCAG is the quality of the text. Criterion 3.1.5
[1] states that: “When text requires reading ability more advanced than the lower
secondary education level … supplemental content … is available. (Level AAA)”. How
is one to realize this relatively abstract criterion in practice? As with many of the criteria
in WCAG2.0, they are formulated as issues to be checked after the process of designing
web content is finished, such as minimum contrast on web pages [2, 3]. The viewpoint
taken in this paper is that the most efficient and cost effective way of designing high
quality and accessible web content is to incorporate WCAG-requirements formatively
during the design process instead of after the design process.

There have been few major advances in the computer-assisted composition of text
in recent decades. Perhaps the only exception is tools that support distributed and
collaborative writing activities [4]. Most authors use word processors to compose their
text. The WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) editors [5] have become a
convention since the graphical user interface became commonplace in the mid 90’s.
Some individuals still believe that the final presentation should be separate from the task
of composition and will therefore use simple text editors to compose their text and later
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employ typesetting software such as Latex [6]. This is because a focus on the final
presentation during the authoring process draws valuable attention from the composi‐
tion. However, the text editing tools used in the Latex community are probably even
less useful for text composition, and often focus on syntax highlighting for Latex
commands, rudimentary spelling and grammar checks.

On the other hand, the main objective of the WYSIWYG editor is to represent the
text as close as possible to the way it will appear in published form, being it in print, or
in electronic form. WYSIWYG editors are becoming increasingly powerful by inte‐
grating tools that enhance the authoring process such as on the fly spell-checking, syno‐
nyms, antonyms, grammar checks and simple style issues. For example, Microsoft Word
typically underlines erroneously spelled words with a red line, while passages with
grammatical issues are marked in blue. One drawback of using the blue underlines is
that it employs one visualization feature to represent a vast array of grammatical issues,
while the red line only indicates one thing – a misspelled word. The blue line does not
give a clue to what the particular issue is. The author therefore has to investigate the
blue line further by, for instance, mouse-over to get a tool-tip.

The interest in measures of readability has been vast, and a number of readability
measures have been proposed and debated over the last century [7]. The WCAG2.0
supplementary documentation also refers to one of these, namely, the Flesch-Kincaid
metric. Although many of these methods demonstrate high correlations with actual
readability, they are all aggregated measures and do not indicate what the problems are
and where these problems are.

This paper proposes a different way of editing documents. The text is not represented
in the ad-hoc manner as in a text-editor, or presentation centric as in the WYSIWYG
editors. Instead, the text is presented according to commonly cited readability features.

2 Background

The literature on readability is plentiful, and much of the attention has been focused on
readability indices, especially readability index validity [7] and readability index accu‐
racy [8]. Researchers have experimented with various ways of optimizing the formulas
for quantifying readability [9]. The most commonly cited measurements include Flesch-
Kincaid, Gunning Fog and SMOG. A common feature of most of these formulas is the
use of sentence length and word difficulty. More recently, readability is also seen in the
context of disability, such as dyslexia [10] and multimodal access via screen readers.

Readability formulas are objective and can be computed automatically. They were
originally developed for matching the appropriate texts to students with a given reading
level. The reading indices should therefore also be suitable for determining readability
on the web. However, the readability formulas have been criticized for not capturing
real readability. Also, these numbers are not necessarily useful to authors. Qualitative
methods have also been proposed such as levelling [11].

There are at least two ways of making text on the web more accessible to a broad
audience: during composition or after composition. Several attempts have been made at
automatically summarizing and simplifying existing texts. For example, Jing [12] used
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syntactic knowledge, context information and statistics to remove extraneous phrases
from sentences. Chandrasekar et al. [13] experimented with finite state grammars and
the Supertagging model for text simplification. More recent approaches are corpus based
[14]. Simplification techniques have also been applied to other languages such as
Spanish [15]. Common to all automatic approaches is their current inefficiency
compared to humans.

It is our belief that the text becomes more readable if the quality of a text is ensured
during composition, as it is harder for others to improve a text they have not written
themselves, let alone depending on automatic summarizers and text simplifiers. One
approach is to give authors tools that allow them to visualize flaws in their writing.

The visualization of text has been proposed to help navigate digital libraries,
including galaxies visualization [16], mapping text to surfaces [17], principal compo‐
nents analysis [18], multiple views [19], and self-organizing maps [20]. The purpose is
to visualize the relationship between different documents and not express aspects of the
document contents per se. Such methods are thus seemingly not helpful to authors.

Other text visualization techniques aim at helping users understand the content of
documents. Tag clouds [21] have become widely used where non-stop words in the text
are displayed in a cloud-like shape where the size of each word is related to its frequency.
Variations on the tag cloud include spark clouds that allow the frequency of terms to be
observed over time [22]. Ham et al.’s [23] phrase nets visually show how terms are
linked via a user-selected relation, such as finding the family lines in the Bible. Other
interesting text visualizations include Wattenberg and Viégas’ [24] word tree, which is
used to show various forms of a query phrase in a document. Different instances of a
query prefix are shown at different levels, and text size is used to communicate impor‐
tance. This can help a user quickly find a particular instance instead of browsing all
instances of the prefix sequentially.

Chung et al. [25] used visualization to help deaf people understand news texts in
Korean. They claim that deaf people have difficulty comprehending complex texts as
they are more used to visual representations through sign language. Their solution
involved identifying the various clauses of text and representing them visually. The
clauses are split up and the relationships between the clauses are visualized using arrows.

Kim et al. [26, 27] used shaded dots to visualize the readability of text. At the begin‐
ning of a sentence, the dots were white and gradually become darker as the sentence
becomes longer. Very long sentences end up with nearly black dots. Punctuation marks
such as commas generally add to the readability and these symbols slow the further
darkening of the pixels. Kim et al.’s approach makes it easy to get an overview of the
difficulty of a text, and in particular, where the challenges approximately occur in the
text. The approach therefore provides more useful information than the traditional read‐
ability formulas. However, since the visualisations do not show text, it is still not obvious
how authors can easily make use of the visualisations to improve their writing.

Oelke et al. [28] developed the VisRA tool for visualizing readability with the inten‐
tion to help authors compose more readable texts. This tool provides a mixture of both text
centric visualisations and other visualisation mechanisms such as correlation maps. Typi‐
cally, each paragraph is marked with a colour that indicates its readability. In addition, a
column on the right indicates which factors affect readability. The factors employed in
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VisRa are vocabulary difficulty (percentage of words not found in a list of 1000 most
frequent words), word length (average characters per word), nominal forms (a combined
measure comprising the noun/verb ratio and the number of gerunds and nominalized words
ending with -ity, -ness, etc.), sentence length (words per sentence) and complexity of the
sentence structures (the branching factor in the phrase structure tree of a sentence). VisRa
illustrates problems at paragraph level but problems at sentence and word level go unde‐
tected. Another drawback is that the VisRa tool is not made available to the general
research community.

In a similar attempt, Kamakar and Zhu [29] visualized text at paragraph level to assist
authors using several indices including Flesch-Kincaid, Gunning Fog, SMOG, Coleman
Liau and ARI. Also, three visualization techniques are used, colour-coded circles,
colour-coded abbreviations and Chernoff faces. The colour-coded rings show the
average readability indices for the paragraphs where red is the lowest readability, going
through orange yellow and green being the highest readability. The colour-coded abbre‐
viation view shows each of the indices with the same colour-coding. The Chernoff face
visualization shows the five parameters as oval vs. round face, size of the eyes, orien‐
tation of the eyes, size of the mouth and orientation of the mouth. One potential problem
with Kamakar and Zhu’s approach is that it visualizes relatively abstract and aggregated
entities – readability indices. It may be hard for the authors to transform this information
into concrete text editing improvements. One study by Liu et al. [30] made use of faces.
They created an emotion-detecting engine to detect the emotion in writing and then
colours and emoticons to convey one of six emotions for a passage of text.

A different visualization approach proposed by Kamakar and Zhu [31] uses bar
graphs to represent sentences in terms of word length, levels of grey to represent six
levels of word difficulty and white blocks to indicate sentence clauses. Kamakar and
Zhu’s approach is among the closest to the one presented herein. The major difference
between Kamakar and Zhu’s method and our method is that they use a different repre‐
sentation of coloured square bars while we only use text. Another difference is that our
visualization is simple with less noise, while theirs provides rich details that may divert
the users’ attention from the important issues.

3 Method

This section outlines the proposed text visualization technique. First, the textual attrib‐
utes of interest are discussed, followed by the visual mechanisms employed.

3.1 Readability Attributes

This study adopted three key features from the readability research literature: sentence
length, word complexity and prepositional phrases. Sentence length is commonly
connected to readability, as long sentences are generally considered harder to read than
shorter sentences. Word complexity is also highly cited as a factor that affects reada‐
bility, in particular, syllable count where words with more than two syllables are consid‐
ered hard words. Prepositional phrases, that is, phrases introduced by prepositions such
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as on, in, over, etc., are believed to add to the complexity of a sentence if many prepo‐
sitional phrases are used within the same sentence.

In addition, we propose simply to use paragraph length as a feature of readability
measured in number of characters. Long paragraphs are less tempting to read for the
impatient reader, may seem overwhelming for less trained readers, and are more time-
consuming to navigate for individuals that rely on screen readers.

3.2 Visual Attributes

Visualizations are achieved by employing visual features that are noticeable to the
reader. These typically include position, size, shape, orientation, colour and texture.
Unlike other text visualization approaches that represent readability in other domains
through various transformations [31], our approach operates in the textual domain.

The textual domain imposes certain typographical constraints such as how sequences
of letters form words along horizontal lines going from left to right (in languages based
on the Latin alphabet). Moreover, word orders are constrained by their respective
sentences, and sentence orders are constrained by their respective passages. Therefore,
the visual degrees of freedom include the following: (a) positional features, such as
horizontal spacing, line breaks, vertical spacing, size, colour comprising text and back‐
ground colour; and (b) textural features, such as typeface family, bold, italics, super‐
script, subscript, underline, strikethrough, etc.

3.3 Visualization Framework

Sentence length is central to a majority of readability studies [7]. Sentence length is thus
chosen as an attribute. Often length is measured in the number of words per sentence.
In this study, the number of characters is used as the unit of measure. In ordinary typeset
passages of flowing prose, it is not immediately obvious how long sentences are. To
determine the length, the passage must be scanned or read. In our framework, a sentence
is represented on a single line up to 100 characters. If a sentence is longer than 100
characters, it is clipped at the end and ellipses (…) are used to signal that the sentence
is clipped. Each sentence thus becomes a bar as in a bar graph, where the length of the
line directly relates to the sentence length. A non-proportional font where each character
has the same width is used to ensure that the representation of length is in the same scale
throughout, as illustrated in the examples below.

A somewhat longer sentence.
A short phrase.

Sentences with several parts separated by commas are divided using a ling break and
continued on the next line. That is, the first part to the first comma is placed on the first
line, the next part after the comma to the subsequent comma is placed on the next line
after indentation, and so forth. This is illustrated in the following example:
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This is the first sentence,
                  it has more parts,
                  and even a final part.

Another attribute frequently employed in readability studies is word length, usually
represented in terms of number of syllables. Several studies consider words with more
than two syllables as difficult. We therefore emphasize words with more than two sylla‐
bles in the text using upper case. In the previous example, the word sentence has two
syllables (sen-tence), but is incorrectly detected as having three syllables and is therefore
marked as a difficult word. The syllable count is approximated using a simple algorithm
based around vowel counting. Although the syllable counting procedure is not perfect,
it gives a sufficient indication for this application. The visualization is thus:

This is the first SENTENCE,
                  it has more parts,
                  and even a final part.

Prepositional phrases are also known to affect readability. The propositional phrases in
all sentences with more than one propositional phrase are highlighted. This allows the
author to easily spot sentences that may come across as hard to read.

Finally, we expect paragraph length to be a predictor of readability on the web. In
typeset text, it is usually quite easy to spot the length of a paragraph, except when a
paragraph spans several pages. However, the advantage of perceiving paragraph length
from the typeset text is lost with the proposed approach since lines are broken. We
therefore introduce different backgrounds to indicate length. That is, the lines of the text
for the first 100 words have an ordinary background, the lines for the subsequent 100
words is marked as long. The marking strength is increased for every 100 words; the
limit of 100-word paragraph was based on [32].

Note that the word counts are used irrespective of lines since the layout proposed
herein breaks up text utilizing more lines than the typeset text. Length marking para‐
graphs may help authors to know where to rephrase passages, cut text or reorganize the
text into different paragraphs.

3.4 Alternative Views

To help authors focus on the most important issues in a text, the text visualizer allows
other views besides the view showing the text in its correct chronological order. The
sentence viewer lists the sentences in decreasing length, allowing authors to focus on
assessing the readability of the longest sentences in the text. The word view lists all
words with more than two syllables in decreasing order of syllable length and character
lengths. Finally, the passage length view shows the paragraphs in decreasing order
according to length.
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4 Results

The first example illustrates the technique on a text for children at the level one (Flesch-
Kincaid Reading Ease 87.6, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 3.2):

The layout suggests that this is an easy-to-read text. There are no long sentences and no
complex prepositional phrases, but there are a couple of long words. However, these
words are well known. The next example shows the same content at a higher reading
level (Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease 82.7, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 4.9):

This passage is more difficult to read as it has fewer and longer sentences with a couple
of more complex prepositional phrases. The following example shows the same content
with an even higher reading level (Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease 81.1, Flesch-Kincaid
Grade Level 5):

There is not much visible difference between the two and the readability scores are
marginally different. The final example shows an extract from a hard-to-read disclaimer
(Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease -3.4, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 25.2):
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Clearly, the readability indices are off the scales. A visual inspection reveals that the
paragraph itself is too long, and that the sentences are all too long with many preposi‐
tional phrases. Moreover, there are many difficult-to-read words. Note also that not all
prepositional phrases are detected.

5 Discussion

The focus of the visualization approach is on sentence length and word difficulty. This
is based on the assumption that long words and long sentences are difficult to read.
Although this is often the case, it is not always true. It is very possible to write incom‐
prehensible short sentences using short words. Some sentences can become easier to
read if more words are used, inclusive of appropriate long words. Certain long words
are frequently used and are thus well known. One may also argue that rhythm and varia‐
tion in language make texts easier to read. Fortunately, the proposed approach makes
such variations and rhythms visible.

In conclusion, the visualization is not intended to be used to eradicate all long words
and long sentences, but rather to make the authors aware of their presence and allow
them to deliberate their appropriateness. A potential drawback of the proposed strategy
is that the limits are based on fixed pre-determined values. These values may not neces‐
sarily be correct for different writing styles and different genres.

6 Conclusions

A text-oriented visualisation approach was presented where the objective is to draw
attention to aspects of writing which may reduce the readability of text. The approach
is simple and thus easy to implement. However, although the features visualized are
useful, the present approach does not capture other important aspects of text that affect
readability. It is therefore unlikely that such a tool can be a complete solution. It could
be one of many tools in the authors’ toolbox. Future work should focus on evaluating
the effectiveness of the visualisation and exploring how to automatically detect and
visualize deeper attributes of readability, such as the use of transitional words and text
coherence. For such purpose, it may be necessary to draw from natural language
processing techniques. The approach presented herein may also be applicable to
language learning [33] and teaching academic writing [34].
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